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Abstract. We describe the motivation and main ideas of the formal approach to the algebraic topology which was developed recently. The work
provides some machinery allowing the authors of Mizar articles to obtain
more advanced and more valuable results, mainly in general topology, but
also in algebra. Some aspects of the Mizar language are also discussed based
on the examples taken directly from our developments.

1

Introduction

What is algebraic topology? To answer this question brieﬂy, one could say – it is
a part of mathematics in which machinery of abstract algebra is used to analyze
properties of topological spaces. The idea of algebraic topology is to transform,
in the sense of category theory, a topological space into a group (fundamental,
homology or cohomology) and make reasoning inside the group. The key point is
that homeomorphic spaces are always transformed into isomorphic groups.
This discipline has been successfully applied in proofs of theorems explicitly
involving subsets of n-dimensional Euclidean spaces, like:
– the Brouwer ﬁxed point theorem,
– the Borsuk-Ulam theorem about antipodal points,
but also theorems that, at ﬁrst glance, are not related to topology, such as:
– fundamental theorem of algebra,
– the Nielsen-Schreier theorem about subgroups of a free group.
The rapid development of topology and abstract algebra in the Mizar system
could have been observed from the very beginnings of the Mizar Mathematical
Library (MML) dated back to 1989 (or even before as we point out in the next
section).
⋆
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As the interconnections between topology and abstract algebra are clearly seen
and represented in the literature, moreover both disciplines are rather nicely encoded in the MML, the idea arose to beneﬁt from these earlier developments. On
the other hand, we wanted to test if the Mizar language itself has enough expressive power to allow the authors for the reasoning not only in separate topics – like
the algebra and the topology, as it was done before, but also if it can be used for
exploring theories somewhere on their intersection.
So, the question arose, why not to mechanize another broad area of mathematics? Once set-topology was easy choice (remember the foundations of the MML are
provided by axioms of Tarski-Grothendieck set theory), the algebraic topology is
located somewhat further from the core of the Mizar system.
Incidentally, group theory and category theory were also represented in the
MML (as a matter of fact, any of four subdisciplines under consideration was
developed by diﬀerent people than the remaining ones and the cooperation was
rather small).
Although the book of Greenberg [6] was chosen as the background of our work,
two main tasks were crucial at early stages of this new formalization project. Originally, as for the time [4] has been written, the primary aim was to provide lemmas
for the proof of the Jordan Curve Theorem. As the other, and of minor importance,
the development of algebraic topology was pointed out. As it soon appeared, due
to some technical time-consuming diﬃculties within the JCT proof sketch, also the
Brouwer ﬁx point theorem1 could be used to complete the proof. So, the situation
changed substantially and since some works towards algebraic topology were yet
available in the MML, the directions were as follows:
– ﬁrst, to prove the Brouwer ﬁx point theorem [7],
– then, using the above, to complete JCT [3].

2

From First Experiments Towards Mechanized Topology

General topology was one of the topics chosen for formalization as a starting point
when establishing MML. This choice was by no means accidental – since the Mizar
system is based on set theory, just set theory and topology seemed to be a promising
stage for early experiments.
Shortly thereafter the fundamentals of the theory were translated into the Mizar
language, one of the articles of the more advanced type was included in the library.
Its MML identiﬁer was BORSUK 1 [21] to emphasize the inﬂuence of the work of the
famous Polish mathematician Karol Borsuk2.
This article, as [16] claims, was written in 1981 to test Mizar-2 experimental
release, much before the regular collecting of Mizar articles was started; it was the
translation of the paper On the homotopy types of some decomposition spaces by
Borsuk into a machine-understandable language. Four years before, a similar eﬀort,
1

2
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but using older Mizar-PC, the formalization of the paper by Krasinkiewicz on the
homeomorphism of the Sierpiński curve, was also prepared. These experiments had
not much in common with the activities extending the real repository of computerchecked mathematical facts – the article had to have the environment section fully
axiomatized, i.e. all preliminary lemmas could be stated without proofs.
At ﬁrst sight, algebraic topologists use extensively also the apparatus of category
theory; even if it is often the case of very simple properties only, and the theorems
which are used are not very advanced (especially diagrams are useful here), also this
discipline is one of those chosen once as a primary testbed for the Mizar system.
One can recognize two streams of the category theory reﬂected in the formalization – one of them, authored mainly by Byliński, even though containing a number
of results of the general interest, and especially constructions of various category
structures as examples, seems not to be developed nowadays. As CAT 1 was issued
in 1989, from that time the language changed signiﬁcantly, especially the part devoted to the structure handling. The other approach based on [19], which fully
exploits system and language capabilities, i.e. categories without uniqueness of the
domain and codomain (with identiﬁers ALTCAT standing for alternative categories)
was designed and partially implemented by Andrzej Trybulec.
As the example, Cartesian category based on ProdCatStr (CAT series) has 10 selectors, which is twice as big as the reasonable limit of this parameter; recently the
Library Committee of the Association of Mizar Users works on pushing the average
number of selectors down. The authors are usually requested not to put too many
type information into structures, rather to carry information via attributes; to be
more explicit, the unity in the group should not be deﬁned as a selector (especially
because we still need an axiom that the unity behaves well), but rather to assure
axiomatically that such unity exists.

3

Basic Notions of Formal Algebraic Topology

As one could see in the previous section, algebraic topology merges diﬀerent theories: topology, group theory and not necessairly explicitly, but using some auxiliary
notions, category theory. Of course, for the moment only a small part of algebraic
topology has been formalized in Mizar, but large enough to require having developed mentioned theories in the MML. Our Mizar articles containing formalization
of the topic are quite clear, in the sense, that we had to prove neither lemmas about
pure group theory nor topology.
In spite of the category theory can be explicitly involved in the development of
algebraic topology, because for example, fundamental group can be seen as a functor
from the category of pointed topological spaces with their homeomorphisms being
morphisms in the category into the category of groups with their isomorphisms
being morphisms, we decided not to do it.
As we already mentioned, the idea of thorough formalization of algebraic topology evolved from the role of the “side-eﬀect” of JCT project into top priority task.
This is reﬂected in the identiﬁers of ﬁles stored in the MML: while ﬁve ﬁrst belong
to the BORSUK series (here [4] and [5] will be brieﬂy examined), the remaining, con181
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taining more advanced results, form TOPALG series, which will be described in the
next section.
3.1

Paths

Let us start with the very basic, although important notion, of a continuous function
from the unit interval into a given topological space, which satisﬁes some additional
properties:
definition let T be TopStruct; let a, b be Point of T;
assume a, b are_connected;
mode Path of a, b -> Function of I[01], T means
:: BORSUK_2:def 2
it is continuous & it.0 = a & it.1 = b;
end;
The assumption allowing to show that an object stated in the deﬁniens exists,
is of course needed to prove the correctness of the deﬁnition. The deﬁnition itself
is permissive – it states that if the mapping connecting two points, say a and b,
exists, we call it a Path, otherwise the deﬁniens is not accessible, even if the Mizar
analyser accepts the type Path of a, b with no errors reported.
definition let T be arcwise_connected TopStruct;
let a, b be Point of T;
redefine mode Path of a, b means
:: BORSUK_2:def 4
it is continuous & it.0 = a & it.1 = b;
end;
Although the earlier deﬁnition is of a slightly more general type (i.e. it assumes the existence of the mapping connecting only two ﬁxed points), every time
that the path returns proper values on its limits should be justiﬁed via predicate
are connected which seems to be too high price for that minor generalization.
Hence if the considered space possesses the property of being arcwise connected
(which truly speaking should be rather pathwise connected), paths behave as expected (and e.g. real Euclidean line or the unit interval has this adjective added
automatically to its type) and the reasoning simpliﬁes as the user can forget about
the assumption from the original deﬁnition of a path.
3.2

Homotopies

Very similar trick to the aforementioned, i.e. ﬁrst to guarantee that the desired
object exists, then to prove the correctness of the appropriate functor deﬁnition,
was applied to the deﬁnition of a homotopy.
definition let T be non empty TopStruct;
let a, b be Point of T;
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let P, Q be Path of a, b;
pred P, Q are_homotopic means
:: BORSUK_2:def 7
ex f being Function of [:I[01],I[01]:], T st
f is continuous &
for s being Point of I[01] holds f.(s,0) = P.s & f.(s,1) = Q.s &
for t being Point of I[01] holds f.(0,t) = a & f.(1,t) = b;
symmetry;
end;
Under this assumption the existence of a continuous deformation can be proven;
of course not its uniqueness, hence the deﬁnition of the mode, not of the functor.
definition let T be non empty TopSpace;
let a, b be Point of T;
let P, Q be Path of a, b;
assume P, Q are_homotopic;
mode Homotopy of P, Q -> Function of [:I[01],I[01]:], T means
:: BORSUK_6:def 13
it is continuous &
for s being Point of I[01] holds it.(s,0) = P.s & it.(s,1) = Q.s &
for t being Point of I[01] holds it.(0,t) = a & it.(1,t) = b;
end;
As among ﬁve arguments of this deﬁnition two visible are enough, the deﬁnition
is pretty readable.

4

Fundamental Groups

The relation are homotopic is reﬂexive, symmetric and transitive, hence all loops
of any pointed topological space can be divided into its equivalence classes. Next,
it is possible to deﬁne a binary operation on the set of all equivalence classes saying
that the result class is generated by the sum of representants of its arguments. Such
an operation is well-deﬁned and gives the group with the identity being the class
generated by the trivial loop at the basepoint and inverses being classes generated
by inverses of representants of the classes. The group is called the fundamental
group of the space at the basepoint. The formal deﬁnition of the group, its fundamental properties, that is the independence (up to the isomorphism) of the fundamental groups from the choice of basepoints from a path-connected component of
the space; isomorphism of fundamental groups of homeomorphic topological spaces
are presented in next sections. Moreover, examples of fundamental groups of some
spaces are listed.
4.1

Definition

The Mizar functor, which makes a group based on a topological space was created
in a typical (for Mizar) way, that is, ﬁrst ﬁelds of a group structure (HGrStr, [22])
(its carrier and binary operation) were described.
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definition
let X be non empty TopSpace, a be Point of X;
func FundamentalGroup(X,a) -> strict HGrStr means
:: TOPALG_1:def 3
the carrier of it = Class EqRel (X,a) &
for x, y being Element of it ex P, Q being Loop of a st
x = Class(EqRel(X,a),P) & y = Class(EqRel(X,a),Q) &
(the mult of it).(x,y) = Class(EqRel(X,a),P+Q);
end;
Since in the so-called paper mathematics fundamental groups are usually denoted as π1 (X, a), an appropriate synonym has been introduced.
notation
let X be non empty TopSpace, a be Point of X;
synonym pi_1(X,a) for FundamentalGroup(X,a);
end;
Then, underlying properties (non-emptiness, associativity, the existence of the
unity and inverses) of the carrier and the operation expressed as a cluster of adjectives have been proven.
registration
let X be non empty TopSpace;
let a be Point of X;
cluster pi_1(X,a) -> non empty associative Group-like;
end;
The above mentioned registration ensures that pi 1(X,a) is a group. All details
are stored in the Mizar article [14].
In the next papers in the series fundamental groups of some basic topological
spaces have been computed. Examples are listed in Tab. 1.
Table 1. Examples of fundamental groups of some common topological spaces
space S
π1 (S)
convex spaces {0}
circle
Z
torus
Z×Z

4.2

Fundamental Groups of Convex Subspaces of Euclidean Spaces

One of the basic examples of fundamental groups are those computed for convex
subspaces of n-dimensional Euclidean spaces. Since all paths between two given
184
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points of a convex space are homotopic, the group contains exactly one element –
the equivalence class represented by a loop, what is expressed in [9] by the functorial
registration:
registration
let n be Element of NAT,
T be non empty convex SubSpace of TOP-REAL n,
a be Point of T;
cluster pi_1(T,a) -> trivial;
end;
The homotopy is established by the function:
definition
let n be Element of NAT,
T being non empty convex SubSpace of TOP-REAL n,
a, b be Point of T,
P, Q be Path of a,b;
func ConvexHomotopy(P,Q) -> Function of [:I[01],I[01]:], T means
:: TOPALG_2:def 2
for s, t being Element of I[01],
a1, b1 being Point of TOP-REAL n st a1 = P.s & b1 = Q.s holds
it.(s,t) = (1-t) * a1 + t * b1;
end;
4.3

Fundamental Groups of Homeomorphic Spaces

The important property of fundamental groups is the fact that they are invariants
of homeomorphic topological spaces. In [11] we proved the following
theorem :: TOPALG_3:35
for S being non empty TopSpace,
T being non empty arcwise_connected TopSpace,
s being Point of S, t being Point of T st
S,T are_homeomorphic holds pi_1(S,s),pi_1(T,t) are_isomorphic;
To get rid of the pathwise connectedness the theorem can be weakened to the
form: pi 1(S,s) and pi 1(T,h(s)) are isomorphic when h is a homeomorphism
from S onto T. An isomorphism can be established by a function from pi 1(S,s)
to pi 1(T,h(s)), which assigns the equivalence class represented by the loop h*f
at the point h(s) of T, where f is a loop at a given point s of S.
4.4

Fundamental Groups of Simple Closed Curves

In many papers devoted to algebraic topology the fundamental group of a circle,
which is isomorphic to the group of integers, is mentioned. Having results presented
in Sec. 4.3 it is easy to generalize the theorem to any simple closed curve, which in
fact we did in [12]:
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theorem :: TOPALG_5:27
for S being being_simple_closed_curve SubSpace of TOP-REAL 2,
x being Point of S holds
INT.Group, pi_1(S,x) are_isomorphic;
The proof of the isomorphism for any simple closed curve can be started from
an easier case. It is enough to compute the fundamental group of the unit circle
centered at the point (0, 0) based at the point (1, 0), and applying the independence
of the fundamental group from the base point pass to the fundamental group of
the unit circle centered at the point (0, 0) based at any point, and ﬁnally using
isomorphism of fundamental groups of homeomorphic spaces pass from the unit
circle to the general case, that is to simple closed curves.

4.5

Fundamental Groups of Products of Topological Spaces

Another property establishes correspondence between fundamental groups and the
product of topological spaces. The main result of [10] states that the fundamental
group of the product of two topological spaces is isomorphic to the product of the
fundamental groups of the spaces.
theorem :: TOPALG_4:32
for S, T being non empty arcwise_connected TopSpace,
s1, s2 being Point of S,
t1, t2 being Point of T holds
pi_1([:S,T:],[s1,t1]), product <*pi_1(S,s2),pi_1(T,t2)*>
are_isomorphic;
The isomorphism is established by the function:
definition
let S, T be non empty TopSpace,
s be Point of S, t be Point of T;
func FGPrIso(s,t) ->
Function of pi_1([:S,T:],[s,t]), product <*pi_1(S,s),pi_1(T,t)*>
means
:: TOPALG_4:def 2
for x being Point of pi_1([:S,T:],[s,t])
ex l being Loop of [s,t] st x = Class(EqRel([:S,T:],[s,t]),l) &
it.x = <*Class(EqRel(S,s),pr1 l),Class(EqRel(T,t),pr2 l)*>;
end;
One trivial consequence of the theorem is that the fundamental group of the
torus is isomorphic to Z × Z – the torus can be represented as the product of two
circles, which are simple closed curves.
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4.6

The Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem

The main result of developing of algebraic topology in Mizar is the formalization
of the Brouwer ﬁxed point theorem for 2-dimensional Euclidean spaces, see [13].
theorem :: BROUWER:14
for r being non negative (real number),
o being Point of TOP-REAL 2,
f being continuous Function of Tdisk(o,r), Tdisk(o,r) holds
f has_a_fixpoint;
Its proof (taken directly from [7]) is mainly based on the fact that a circle is
not a retract of a disk; and this is the place where machinery of algebraic topology
is used. What is needed here is the fact that fundamental group of a circle is non
trivial. This is a simple consequence of the fact that fundamental group of a circle,
which is a simple closed curve, is isomorphic to the group of integers, which is
inﬁnite, that is non-trivial.

5

Conclusions

Although the mechanization of the algebraic topology into Mizar formalism is still
at very early stage (some ten articles devoted to the topic out of 960 in the MML),
we can estimate the inﬂuence of this eﬀort for the system and the library very
positively. The development of the fundamentals helped us to speed up the formalization of the proof of the Jordan Curve Theorem in Mizar, and the Brouwer ﬁx
point theorem [13] was completed also employing algebraic topology techniques.
Another large project of the Mizar team, the translation of the Compendium of
Continuous Lattices, is still ongoing, although currently at a much slower pace
than at the beginning. In this case structures of topological spaces were successfully merged with posets.
There are also articles forming TOPGEN series which cover [15] but this work
just started. However, in parallel to broad formalization eﬀorts, within the Mizar
Mathematical Library also problems which are more a kind of logical puzzles can
be solved – as fourteen Kuratowski’s sets or complete formalization of a chosen
paper – [8].
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Mizar Notations Used in the Paper
[:X,Y:] is the Cartesian product of sets X and Y ([1])
I[01] is the interval [0,1] with standard topology ([21])
INT.Group is the additive group of integers ([20])
HGrStr is a structure of a group (equivalent of magma) ([22])
TopStruct is a structure of a topological space ([17])
TopSpace is a topological space ([17])
TOP-REAL n is an n-dimensional Euclidean space ([2])
EqRel is the relation being homotopic between loops at a given point ([14])
Class is the set of all equivalence classes of a given equivalence relation ([18])
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